
Wilson Gardner and the White Women Myth 

Wilson Gardner, a 52-year-old black man, was a victim of a lynching in Kilgore, 
Alabama, on August 23, 1913. Authorities found Mr. Gardner’s beaten body hanging by a belt 
under a trestle. It is alleged that Mr. Gardner was lynched because he went around holding a rope 
and threatening to hang white women and children. ike most other lynchings, , Mr. Gardner’s 
murder remainsed unsolved. The authorities stated that there “were no clues to the Jefferson 
County lynching.” The basic and yet unbelievable claims made against Mr. Gardner lead to the 
conclusion that he was falsely accused. Many lynchings have been justified due to alleged threats 
against white woman. In addition to the supposed threat Mr. Gardner made, he was accused of 
threatening children, another supposed reason that would make his lynching “justifiable.” It 
seems clear that this story was fabricated to enable Mr. Gardner’s killers to go free. 

Mr. Gardner’s racial terror murder exemplifies a widely used justification of lynching: 
protection of white women. Mr. Garder’s death would not be the first or the last time a story was 
fabricated to justify the unlawful and unjust killing of a black man. The presumption of guilt due 
to a man’s pigmentation is something that has gone on for decades. On November 24, 1883 
Lewis Houston fell victim to the same circumstance a mob of 150 “broke into” a jail and grabbed 
Lewis after he was accused of assaulting a white woman. His last words were “Gentleman, 
before God, I didn’t do it” moments after pleading for his life a rope was placed around his neck 
and he was hung. This group of maniacs killed him the day after he had been arrested he didn’t 
even get the chance to have a trial or for an investigation to actually be conducted.  History also 
includes the death of  George Meadows an African American man who was killed after 
Mrs.Kellam accused him of assaulting her.  He was killed at Pratt mines and then had his body 
graffitied with bullets. On January 15, 1889, a mob of white men lynched and photographed him 
while they laid him out to be viewed by the public. they later distributed these photos and found 
out Mr. Meadows was not in fact the perpetrator of the crime and arrested another black man, 
Lewis Jackson.  

This kind of false narrative has been attached to so many headlines pertaining to the 
wrongful death of a black man. Harmful stereotypes also make it difficult for black men to be 
seen as innocent. Rather than violence by maverick vigilantes; these lynchings were fear-based 
oppression executed to maintain an uncalled for social request, and these attacks left thousands 
dead.


